KABLOONA
worms out with his thumb and popped them into his mouth. I,
who was determined to try everything once, took one up, shut
my eyes, and put it in my mouth. It was sweetish, inside its sur-
prisingly fuzzy, raspberry-like skin, and I spat out the skin and
had another, while Kailek sat with a heap of them before him
on the snow.
That night we left the monotonous mediocrity of the low-
lying land by the sea and came out into a vast plain. It was
nearly midnight when we pitched our tent and built a fire. The
dogs were fed, and then tie Eskimos and I walked up a ridge
to have a look round. The eerie beauty of this serene and
tranquil land was breath-taking.
Imagine a world covered by the waters of an endlessly wide
lake, and the waters receding until only peaks emerge like
islands over the lake-bottom. There were hundreds of these
peaks as far as the eye could see, with here and there a ridge
that ran like a prehistoric river bank, its smoothly worn slope
covered with pebbles that appeared from far away as fine as
sand. Infinite in distance, hushed, seemingly deserted by man
and beast, it was the landscape of a fairy-tale. Far away, farther
away than I have ever been able to see anywhere in the world,
the sun burned on the rim of a ridge, and every peak and slope
and hillock stood bathed in a ruddy pink light, a rose that was
unreal in its liquid softness. There were days enough when the
land of the Eskimo, with its blizzards and its grey and horizon-
less air, had seemed to me in truth a ghastly world; but on this
day, seeing this immensity spread out before me, being con-
scious of the solitude in which I stood gazing at it, I recognized
the right of the Eskimo to the pride he took in his land, and I
fancied that in his mind this was an offering made to him by
who knows what god, and that he too felt himself a member of
a chosen people. Here, I told myself, is their Eden, this wide
world stocked by the Great Giver with the magnificent game
that came up year after year to feed them and arm them and
clothe them and surrender itself, the constituent fundament of
their households. Seeing this, I understood better the anguish
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